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Lesson Learnt 1  There are important opportunities for temporary use of plots
Linked Action 1  Make a proposal for a change in legislation to the Ministry for spatial use of Slovenia
This action will be undertaken by Igor Kos of the Maribor municipality in 2017. Done

Lesson Learnt 2  The importance of having a long term strategic plan for Maribor (longer than one political mandate)
Linked Action 2  Advocate for this change with politicians
This action will be undertaken by Igor Kos of the Maribor municipality in 2017 and 2018.
Done on Circular economy project WCYCLE

Lesson Learnt 3  The importance of a reality check of the strategy and projects.
Linked Action 3  Advocacy of soundness of the strategy and projects
This is a recurring task for the Strategic board (for the strategy) and Project office (for projects). Done
Lesson Learnt 4  The importance of understanding your autonomy

Linked Action 4  Review previous steps and rethink future steps

This is a personal action for Andrej Naterer. **In implementation**

Lesson Learnt 5  There are creative ways to bind commercial and private sector in urban renewal projects.

Linked Action 5  Plan actions in specific stages of project implementation that target commercial and private partners.

This action will be undertaken by Maribor’s project management office in the second half of 2017. **not yet**

Lesson Learnt 6  There is an important organisation behind the strategic development of the Ghent Municipality

Linked Action 6  Promote necessary capacity building of Maribor’s municipal experts.

This is a task for the Head office of Maribor’s municipal administration for the years 2017 and 2018.

**In implementation**
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